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alexandra day s ever popular dog carl stars in this brand new story created especially for beginning readers a kitten is
stuck up in a tree how is the kitten going to get down can carl find a way to help the kitten get down from the tree safely
find out in carl and the kitten back in print after more than 60 years a heartwarming tale for today s kitten loving kids from
the author of the iconic little golden books tawny scrawny lion and the saggy baggy elephant first published in 1949 and
now finally back in print this charming story about a kitten beginning to make her way around the house will become a
family favorite breathtaking artwork by alice and martin provensen who also illustrated the color kittens has been lovingly
restored for this edition a little girl finds a kitten and wants to keep him early readers are stepping stones from picture
books to reading books a blue early reader is perfect for sharing and reading together a red early reader is the next step
on your reading journey poor lost kitten he doesn t have a name or a home to call his own all he wants is to find a warm
and cosy place where someone will love him will anyone help this little kitten as it transpires the kitten has a heart the
psychologist feels discombobulated by that all this time the psychologist thought the kitten needed help but maybe not
maybe someone else did instead the heart warming conclusion to the kitten psychologist stories that reminds us all to
make sure we take our own advice charlie the cat and his kitten friend try to help a little boy i have a grey and fat cat
called blue this is a beautifully illustrated book for 4 8 year old readers proceeds from this sale benefit nonprofit
organisation library for all helping children around the world learn to read book 1 kiki the kitten never gives up is a fun
story for young children that teaches the virtues of patience and perseverance when kiki tries to climb a flight of stairs she
finds herself unable to at first after several attempts she gets frustrated and almost gives up her mother encourages her
and reminds her that every journey begins with the first step with a bit of patience and perseverance kiki finally manages
to climb the stairs and feels proud of her accomplishment the theme of believing in yourself and never giving up is a
universal one we all need encouragement from time to time kiki the kitten never gives up also teaches us that it s okay to
make mistakes or fail at something what s important is trying your best if we keep practicing something and remain
determined we will eventually succeed at it it s also a reminder to celebrate the small achievements along the way kiki the
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kitten never gives up is written in rhyme and is a fun story to read aloud to children it deals with subject matter that
children can relate to and feel inspired by book 2 kiki the kitten makes a friend is a touching story about discovering
friendship in the most unlikely place kiki the kitten has been warned about dogs and has been repeatedly told that she can
t be friends with them but when she trips into the river and almost drowns she is shocked when a dog rescues her as the
two begin to get to know each other they realize they have a lot more in common than they ever would have believed kiki
the kitten makes a friend is about the inclusive nature of love and friendship and the danger of believing stereotypes we
should never make assumptions about others or leave them out simply because they re different at the end of the day love
transcends all barriers and each of us is unique in our own ways book 3 kiki the kitten learns a lesson is a charming tale
about honesty and the consequences of lying kiki the kitten has always been told not to lie she knows about honesty but
when her morals are put to the test she learns a valuable lesson one evening after playing with the other kittens kiki
forgets to close the gate to the village this is her daily chore but she shrugs it off and thinks it doesn t really matter when
her mother asks her if she closed the gate kiki lies and says she did she figures nothing will go wrong but as the clock
strikes midnight a pack of wolves gather at the gate they slither into the village ready to gobble up the cats luckily the cats
find a way to scare the wolves away and order is restored but kiki feels guilty and ashamed and finally realizes the
importance of telling the truth most children have lied at some point in their lives book 4 kiki the kitten accepts herself is a
fun poem about the universal themes of accepting yourself and appreciating your unique qualities kiki the kitten was born
into a family who all looked similar while her brothers and sisters have black fur with black paws she has black fur with
white paws kiki feels she sticks out determined to be like the other cats she devises a plan to change her paw color one day
she paints her paws black victory kiki feels happy but when her parents see what she did they ask her to remove the paint
but try as they might with soap water and bleach they are unable to remove the paint kiki begins to feel badly about it and
realizes she misses her white paws she wishes for them to return one day the black paint dissolves and her white paws
return from that day forward kiki learns to celebrate her unique traits keliegh loved kittens she asked her grandfather if
she could have one he told her would think about it after he asked her who would take care of the kitten keliegh promised
she would look after it and believed her grandfather would get her one anna and banana rescue a stray kitten in the fifth
book of this fast paced fun and funny megan mcdonald bestselling author of the judy moody series illustrated chapter book
series about the joys and challenges of elementary school friendships anna and banana have found a kitten but when
banana accidentally scares the kitten away during their afternoon walk anna enlists her two best friends sadie and isabel
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for operation catch the kitten anna can t image such a tiny kitten living outside all by himself and she s determined to find
him a good home but catching a kitten is trickier than anna thought kittens are easily scared and very stealthy then there s
the problem of finding him a good home sadie s mom has a no pets rule isabel s cat mewsic does not play well with other
animals and anna s dad is allergic to cats anna and her friends desperately want to help but will they be able to find the
kitten a good home jasper the cat goes to the vet and comes home with a new friend lucky kitten lucky readers a sweet
special halloween story kirkus reviews starred review this gentle story is a sweet option for a halloween read aloud and
will please young feline fans any time of the year booklist from beloved author illustrator nicola killen comes a charming
autumnal story about a little girl who must return a lost kitten to its home lovingly told and illustrated in limited color with
lovely foil and interactive die cut pages ollie and her cat pumpkin are out frolicking on a beautiful fall day when they come
upon a tiny kitten shivering in a pile of fallen leaves ollie warms the kitten up and the three become fast friends but when
ollie sees lost kitten posters hanging on the trees in the forest she knows she has to help her new friend get home as
halloween draws nearer magic is afoot and ollie s good deed is rewarded in an unexpected way the kitten and the butterfly
is a story of friendships love and learning two kittens at keller farms love to spend their time playing with butterflies tree
frogs and buggies on this day mikey finds a yellow and black bug that he mistakenly thinks is a butterfly but is not he
learns a lesson about heeding the warnings from others alex and his friends are told a creepy story that makes no sense
but scares the pants off them what apparently started with the malicious drowning of a neighbor s kitten has grown into a
spine tingling tale of the kitten s survival and the horror of it growing into a monster cat that lives in the swampy waters of
the local sandpit however alex s friends and his parents don t believe this horrifying story is true alex on the other hand
figure out there really is a monster but no one believes him even after the mysterious disappearance of a dog and one of
the local boys not realizing that he could become the monster s next meal alex goes to the sandpit at night with nothing
more than his camera he is determined to get a picture of the kitten monster to prove that he is right he ends up riding a
roller coaster of mystery suspense and terror as alex faces the most horrifying experience of his young life want to go on
an adventure then come join the three kittens mittens daisy and lucy as they help others in their community and celebrate
the holidays with them animal style meet their friends and see how they all come together especially when help is needed
maybe you will see one day how nice it is to help others in your life and the meaning of celebrating holidays as well as the
real meanings of the holidays for fans of puppy princess this new chapter book series brings together two consistent
favorites cats and royalty in a fun action packed adventure princess tabby is no scaredy cat princess tabby loves playing in
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the palace with her brothers and reading about brave kitty heroes when tabby and her brothers accidentally give away a
magic scroll to the evil king gorgonzola they must leave the safety of their castle to get it back but reading about
adventures and going on a real quest are two very different things tabby s never been afraid before but suddenly she doesn
t feel so brave will she be able to find her courage and save mewtopia when a pair of adorable kittens joins the family
marley is so excited to have two new friends to play with that he follows the felines everywhere but marley is no graceful
kitten by imitating their gentle behavior he unintentionally makes a mess all over the house and gets into big trouble for it
what did i do this time he wonders marley is afraid he may have lost his number one status in the household until an
unlikely pair reminds him and his family that no one s purrrrr fect in a story that hilariously reveals the differences
between cats and dogs everyone s favorite misbehaving pup learns from some new friends just how special he really is
kelly followed a kitten and brought her home kitten hunt was previously published as kitten kaboodle all my life i have only
ever wanted one thing a pet of my very own but dad s so grumpy he won t even let me have a goldfish luckily i ve come up
with a cunning plan to start a secret pet sitting business i m hoping that then i might get to look after that super cute black
and white kitten from across the road the first heart warmingly funny adventure in the kitten chaos series a doll edith and
her friends mr bear and little bear vacation on a farm in the hills of upstate new york in the 1950s where edith falls in love
with a kitten illustrated with photographs nadia loves animals and she convinces her parents to foster a pregnant cat
named gracie but when all of gracie s kittens are adopted except one can nadia help the last kitten find her forever home a
heartwarming chapter book from the pet rescue adventures series featuring black and white illustrations throughout nadia
spends as much time as she can at her friend violet s house playing with the kittens that violet s mom brings home from
her job at the animal rescue center when violet tells nadia about a pregnant cat urgently in need of a place to stay nadia
convinces her parents to foster gracie for the summer after gracie gives birth to five beautiful kittens nadia is instantly
drawn to the smallest and sweetest whom she names luna but while the other kittens are quickly adopted nadia is
heartbroken to see that no one is interested in luna can she help the kitten find her forever home pet rescue adventures is
a series of heartwarming animal tales each book focuses on one kitten or puppy and their unique journey to find their new
forever home a wonderful collection of heartwarming tales perfect for animal lovers winner of the ezra jack keats award
and the margaret wise brown prize selected as a best book of 2018 by the boston globe kirkus reviews publishers weekly
and bookpage empathetic poetic and a joy to look at cute kitty and all kirkus reviews starred review this quiet understated
book contains a wealth of emotions the horn book starred review illustrator yoo sets a lovely mood taking readers from
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sunset to dawn through washes of orange pink and blue the watchman s compassionate demeanor assuring them that all s
well publishers weekly starred review yoo s textured serene artwork in beautiful saturated tones perfectly complements
sullivan s lines and conveys a beauty in the night and the construction site that readers might otherwise miss booklist
starred review this soft gentle story is a perfect bedtime story for lovers of trucks and construction equipment cats and
nighttime wanders bccb starred review a stray kitten changes the way the watchman sees nighttime in this tender book
based on a true story illustrated by strictly no elephants artist taeeun yoo the night watchman hugs his wife and kids and
drives to work all night he is alone every hour he makes his rounds he sees the stars twinkling he hears the sounds of the
night ki dee ki dee ki dee shhhhheeeeeeeeerrrrooooooooommmmmm woof woof woof meeeoooow when he is joined by a
stray kitten the night suddenly seems different has the kitten found a new home kitten and the night watchman is inspired
by the true story of author john sullivan meeting a stray cat while working as a night watchman the cat beebe was john s
companion for seventeen years the 1 bestselling illustrator of matt de la pena s love and the creator of otis presents an
homage to firefighters everywhere and to the many boys and girls who dream big of being heroes on the farm where otis
the tractor lives it hasn t rained in a long time and farmers all over the valley have grown anxious with water in such short
supply one hot afternoon when otis and his friends are resting beneath the shade of the apple tree otis spots something
moving down in the valley an orange tabby cat headed straight for the old barn but then otis sees something else that
causes his engine to sputter a swirl of smoke coming from the same barn a fire as otis races toward the fire with his friends
in tow he spots the tabby cat mewing in alarm otis rushes inside to discover the source of the cat s worries her little kittens
are perched up on the hayloft scared otis never hesitates yet even after he delivers a tractor full of kittens safely outside
their mama remains upset re entering the burning barn otis discovers why one tiny kitten still too scared to move with a
friendly chuff otis coaxes her down and she scampers out the door that s when the floor collapses with a crash trapping the
tractor now otis the friend everyone can count on must count on his friends told with a sense of play and devotion this is a
heartwarming tale that reminds readers that sometimes even those who we count on to help us need a little help
themselves from the creator of otis otis and the puppy and the illustrator of the little engine that could and of thee i sing by
president barack obama loren long wrote this story as a tribute to the firefighters who like otis rescue people every day
with their strength and bravery of course people who aren t first responders should never go into a burning building for
any reason reading this story to children is a great opportunity to discuss fire safety praise for otis and the kittens as
always perseverance teamwork and a heart of gold pay off for otis and his friends when read aloud the text flows off the
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tongue with sounds and words that extend the imagery created in the attractive gouache and pencil illustrations the
compositions make great use of perspective and motion and are expertly laid out there are wonderful textured details that
bring the story to life t he perfect lapsit read aloud combining the ever popular subjects of tractors farm animals and
firefighters school library journal starred review long s seventh bucolic tale of an antique tractor with a smiling face and a
good heart will please the little chuffer s many fans the dynamic fluid illustrations with a retro rural vibe bring to mind
norman rockwell s america with a saturday comics spin the theme of teamwork played out several times through the tale is
communicated as simply as the tale itself keep on puffin otis kirkus reviews long creates a powerful sense of suspense and
danger as charcoal smoke gathers in the sky and bright flames lick the beams of the barn as otis goes to work but bravery
loyalty and gritty determination are the real stars of the story traits that otis and his animal friends have in ample supply
publishers weekly dive into the enchanting world of the kitten and the bunny a heartwarming tale that beautifully
illustrates the importance of humility kindness and embracing the unique qualities that make each of us special perfect for
young readers aged 6 to 10 this captivating story delivers a powerful message about the strength found in respecting and
celebrating the skills of others meet the proud kitten and the endearing bunny two unlikely housemates whose differences
spark a hilarious and insightful journey as the kitten flaunts her agility hunting prowess and sharp claws she soon
discovers that true strength lies not in boasting about one s own abilities but in appreciating the distinct talents of others
in a twist of fate the duo finds themselves in a comical situation trapped in a cage in the garden the once arrogant kitten
must confront her limitations and it s the humble bunny who steps forward with an unexpected skill through laughter and
friendship the story unfolds to reveal a timeless lesson that genuine strength is born from mutual respect and the
acknowledgment that everyone brings something unique to the table the kitten and the bunny is a delightful read for
parents and educators seeking a heartening story that encourages empathy understanding and the celebration of diversity
share this enchanting tale with young readers and open the door to conversations about the power of humility and the
magic that happens when we recognize the strengths in others purchase your copy today and embark on a journey of
discovery kindness and the joy of celebrating what makes each of us truly marvellous holly webb s best selling series pet
rescue adventures continues with this story of sophia who has wanted a cat forever but her parents have always said no so
when she sees a kitten in the yard next door after the neighbors move away can sophia figure out who it belongs to the
best selling pet rescue adventures series by holly webb continues with this heartwarming tale of sophia and a sweet
neighborhood kitten named willow sophia has wanted a cat forever but her parents have always said no then one day a
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kitten named willow sneaks through the fence and sophia instantly falls in love with her but soon the neighbors move away
and sophia is devastated that she won t see willow anymore but to her surprise willow is still in the neighborhood has the
kitten run away from her new home or could there be another reason why the kitten is on her own features black and white
illustrations throughout pet rescue adventures is a series of heartwarming animal tales each book focuses on one kitten or
puppy and their unique journey to find their new forever home a wonderful collection of heartwarming tales perfect for
animal lovers when mrs witherspoon asks douglas the dog to take care of her friend mrs jackson s new kitten the lively
little cat gives douglas and his miniature friend microscopic milton a hard time until milton comes up with a solution a
buggy book by the illustrator of the gruffalo a buggy book by the illustrator of the gruffalo katie s a kitten with sleek shiny
fur she has sparkly eyes and a lovely deep purr beautifully illustrated by the award winning axel scheffler this buggy buddy
has a fun rhyming story and a noisy meow meow sound button to press the handy strap means that you can take this
wonderful little book with you wherever you go perfect for babies on the move also available in the series pip the puppy
freddy the frog and lizzy the lamb growing up in a rural neighborhood just behind a large park called little creek park
which was a mix of large fields of grass and was surrounded by mountains and flowing streams and wilderness areas
fostered a love and familiarity with all kinds of animals for tim this story of tim s childhood dog which was also his best
friend as a child named patches being so kind and loving and accepting of this small stray kitten and how she took him in
and cared for him as one of her own puppies aligns with the love and acceptance and care we receive from jesus people
young and old oftentimes feel that they are not good enough or they are unworthy in some way to be saved and accepted
by jesus as one of his own this story illustrates that in times when someone is hurting or searching for the love that only
our wonderful lord can provide they are rest assured that they will be accepted this also helps people understand just how
much our lord loves us even though we are lost and alone and undeserving just like this helpless kitten 2 kitten wars was
previously published as kitten smitten when i first got my very own kitten jaffa i thought life was going to be amazing but
she keeps going missing and i am convinced that the annoyingly purr fect new neighbours are to blame how can i convince
jaffa that her real home is with me the second heart warmingly funny adventure in the kitten chaos series the third clara
humble misadventure sees a cat rescue go wildly astray a cat goes out of its way to entertain its bored and impatient kitten
leading to profound questions about the meaning of life until eventually both discover an obvious yet often overlooked
answer a deceptively simple story by nicholas tana with a profound message certain to entertain both the children and the
adults who love them unique illustrations by matthew molleur accompany this timeless philosophical addition to the new
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classics books collection この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用で
きません 種類や生態から 猫語 猫ともっと仲良くなるには までを ネズミの博士がレクチャー 無類の猫好きが贈る 愛猫家必携の一冊です 大森裕子さんの図鑑絵本シリーズ第３弾 監修は ざんねんないきもの事典 の今泉忠明さん
in this title the reader decides which direction the story takes whichever route you choose there are lots of adventures to
be had and new fairy friends to make shimmer the kitten needs your help bertie fletcher is determined to find out who or
what has been bothering her kitten jaffa s clearly spooked by something she s even tried to hide herself in the fridge with
the help of some video equipment bertie mounts a surveillance operation and finds out that a big bad tom cat has been
hurtling uninvited through the catflap but it turns out that bob the bruiser isn t quite as scary as he seems and he soon
finds himself the welcome recipient of attention from a mystery source will it be love at first sight the owl and the kitten
chronicles the adventures of a grey spotted kitten that comes close to danger more than once yet each time the lucky
kitten is unintentionally saved by another animal in nature odd things can happen and strange partnerships can develop
whether a series of coincidences or by fate the kitten and the owl are brought together as family
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Old Cat and the Kitten
2011-11-08

alexandra day s ever popular dog carl stars in this brand new story created especially for beginning readers a kitten is
stuck up in a tree how is the kitten going to get down can carl find a way to help the kitten get down from the tree safely
find out in carl and the kitten

Carl and the Kitten
2018-07-10

back in print after more than 60 years a heartwarming tale for today s kitten loving kids from the author of the iconic little
golden books tawny scrawny lion and the saggy baggy elephant first published in 1949 and now finally back in print this
charming story about a kitten beginning to make her way around the house will become a family favorite breathtaking
artwork by alice and martin provensen who also illustrated the color kittens has been lovingly restored for this edition

Katie the Kitten
2009-08

a little girl finds a kitten and wants to keep him

Winker and the Kitten
2011-12-08
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early readers are stepping stones from picture books to reading books a blue early reader is perfect for sharing and
reading together a red early reader is the next step on your reading journey poor lost kitten he doesn t have a name or a
home to call his own all he wants is to find a warm and cosy place where someone will love him will anyone help this little
kitten

The Kitten with No Name
1983

as it transpires the kitten has a heart the psychologist feels discombobulated by that all this time the psychologist thought
the kitten needed help but maybe not maybe someone else did instead the heart warming conclusion to the kitten
psychologist stories that reminds us all to make sure we take our own advice

Scamp and the Kitten
2019-09-15

charlie the cat and his kitten friend try to help a little boy

The Kitten Psychologist And The Kitten Come To A Conclusion
2006-04-01

i have a grey and fat cat called blue this is a beautifully illustrated book for 4 8 year old readers proceeds from this sale
benefit nonprofit organisation library for all helping children around the world learn to read
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Charlie and the Kitten
2019-01-15

book 1 kiki the kitten never gives up is a fun story for young children that teaches the virtues of patience and perseverance
when kiki tries to climb a flight of stairs she finds herself unable to at first after several attempts she gets frustrated and
almost gives up her mother encourages her and reminds her that every journey begins with the first step with a bit of
patience and perseverance kiki finally manages to climb the stairs and feels proud of her accomplishment the theme of
believing in yourself and never giving up is a universal one we all need encouragement from time to time kiki the kitten
never gives up also teaches us that it s okay to make mistakes or fail at something what s important is trying your best if
we keep practicing something and remain determined we will eventually succeed at it it s also a reminder to celebrate the
small achievements along the way kiki the kitten never gives up is written in rhyme and is a fun story to read aloud to
children it deals with subject matter that children can relate to and feel inspired by book 2 kiki the kitten makes a friend is
a touching story about discovering friendship in the most unlikely place kiki the kitten has been warned about dogs and
has been repeatedly told that she can t be friends with them but when she trips into the river and almost drowns she is
shocked when a dog rescues her as the two begin to get to know each other they realize they have a lot more in common
than they ever would have believed kiki the kitten makes a friend is about the inclusive nature of love and friendship and
the danger of believing stereotypes we should never make assumptions about others or leave them out simply because they
re different at the end of the day love transcends all barriers and each of us is unique in our own ways book 3 kiki the
kitten learns a lesson is a charming tale about honesty and the consequences of lying kiki the kitten has always been told
not to lie she knows about honesty but when her morals are put to the test she learns a valuable lesson one evening after
playing with the other kittens kiki forgets to close the gate to the village this is her daily chore but she shrugs it off and
thinks it doesn t really matter when her mother asks her if she closed the gate kiki lies and says she did she figures nothing
will go wrong but as the clock strikes midnight a pack of wolves gather at the gate they slither into the village ready to
gobble up the cats luckily the cats find a way to scare the wolves away and order is restored but kiki feels guilty and
ashamed and finally realizes the importance of telling the truth most children have lied at some point in their lives book 4
kiki the kitten accepts herself is a fun poem about the universal themes of accepting yourself and appreciating your unique
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qualities kiki the kitten was born into a family who all looked similar while her brothers and sisters have black fur with
black paws she has black fur with white paws kiki feels she sticks out determined to be like the other cats she devises a
plan to change her paw color one day she paints her paws black victory kiki feels happy but when her parents see what she
did they ask her to remove the paint but try as they might with soap water and bleach they are unable to remove the paint
kiki begins to feel badly about it and realizes she misses her white paws she wishes for them to return one day the black
paint dissolves and her white paws return from that day forward kiki learns to celebrate her unique traits

My Cat and the Kitten
2020-08-14

keliegh loved kittens she asked her grandfather if she could have one he told her would think about it after he asked her
who would take care of the kitten keliegh promised she would look after it and believed her grandfather would get her one

Kiki the Kitten Four Books Collection
2020-11-06

anna and banana rescue a stray kitten in the fifth book of this fast paced fun and funny megan mcdonald bestselling author
of the judy moody series illustrated chapter book series about the joys and challenges of elementary school friendships
anna and banana have found a kitten but when banana accidentally scares the kitten away during their afternoon walk
anna enlists her two best friends sadie and isabel for operation catch the kitten anna can t image such a tiny kitten living
outside all by himself and she s determined to find him a good home but catching a kitten is trickier than anna thought
kittens are easily scared and very stealthy then there s the problem of finding him a good home sadie s mom has a no pets
rule isabel s cat mewsic does not play well with other animals and anna s dad is allergic to cats anna and her friends
desperately want to help but will they be able to find the kitten a good home
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Keliegh and the Kitten
2017-05-02

jasper the cat goes to the vet and comes home with a new friend

Anna, Banana, and the Little Lost Kitten
1979

lucky kitten lucky readers a sweet special halloween story kirkus reviews starred review this gentle story is a sweet option
for a halloween read aloud and will please young feline fans any time of the year booklist from beloved author illustrator
nicola killen comes a charming autumnal story about a little girl who must return a lost kitten to its home lovingly told and
illustrated in limited color with lovely foil and interactive die cut pages ollie and her cat pumpkin are out frolicking on a
beautiful fall day when they come upon a tiny kitten shivering in a pile of fallen leaves ollie warms the kitten up and the
three become fast friends but when ollie sees lost kitten posters hanging on the trees in the forest she knows she has to
help her new friend get home as halloween draws nearer magic is afoot and ollie s good deed is rewarded in an unexpected
way

Old Cat and the Kitten
2004

the kitten and the butterfly is a story of friendships love and learning two kittens at keller farms love to spend their time
playing with butterflies tree frogs and buggies on this day mikey finds a yellow and black bug that he mistakenly thinks is a
butterfly but is not he learns a lesson about heeding the warnings from others
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Jasper and the Kitten
2007-06-01

alex and his friends are told a creepy story that makes no sense but scares the pants off them what apparently started with
the malicious drowning of a neighbor s kitten has grown into a spine tingling tale of the kitten s survival and the horror of
it growing into a monster cat that lives in the swampy waters of the local sandpit however alex s friends and his parents
don t believe this horrifying story is true alex on the other hand figure out there really is a monster but no one believes him
even after the mysterious disappearance of a dog and one of the local boys not realizing that he could become the monster
s next meal alex goes to the sandpit at night with nothing more than his camera he is determined to get a picture of the
kitten monster to prove that he is right he ends up riding a roller coaster of mystery suspense and terror as alex faces the
most horrifying experience of his young life

The Bear and the Kitten
2020-07-21

want to go on an adventure then come join the three kittens mittens daisy and lucy as they help others in their community
and celebrate the holidays with them animal style meet their friends and see how they all come together especially when
help is needed maybe you will see one day how nice it is to help others in your life and the meaning of celebrating holidays
as well as the real meanings of the holidays

The Little Kitten
2022-02-20

for fans of puppy princess this new chapter book series brings together two consistent favorites cats and royalty in a fun
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action packed adventure princess tabby is no scaredy cat princess tabby loves playing in the palace with her brothers and
reading about brave kitty heroes when tabby and her brothers accidentally give away a magic scroll to the evil king
gorgonzola they must leave the safety of their castle to get it back but reading about adventures and going on a real quest
are two very different things tabby s never been afraid before but suddenly she doesn t feel so brave will she be able to
find her courage and save mewtopia

The Kitten and The Butterfly
2000-07-19

when a pair of adorable kittens joins the family marley is so excited to have two new friends to play with that he follows the
felines everywhere but marley is no graceful kitten by imitating their gentle behavior he unintentionally makes a mess all
over the house and gets into big trouble for it what did i do this time he wonders marley is afraid he may have lost his
number one status in the household until an unlikely pair reminds him and his family that no one s purrrrr fect in a story
that hilariously reveals the differences between cats and dogs everyone s favorite misbehaving pup learns from some new
friends just how special he really is

Alex and the Kitten Monster
2021-12-06

kelly followed a kitten and brought her home

The Kitten Adventures
2019-05-28
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kitten hunt was previously published as kitten kaboodle all my life i have only ever wanted one thing a pet of my very own
but dad s so grumpy he won t even let me have a goldfish luckily i ve come up with a cunning plan to start a secret pet
sitting business i m hoping that then i might get to look after that super cute black and white kitten from across the road
the first heart warmingly funny adventure in the kitten chaos series

Tabby's First Quest (Kitten Kingdom #1)
2010-12-07

a doll edith and her friends mr bear and little bear vacation on a farm in the hills of upstate new york in the 1950s where
edith falls in love with a kitten illustrated with photographs

Marley and the Kittens
2014-01-18

nadia loves animals and she convinces her parents to foster a pregnant cat named gracie but when all of gracie s kittens
are adopted except one can nadia help the last kitten find her forever home a heartwarming chapter book from the pet
rescue adventures series featuring black and white illustrations throughout nadia spends as much time as she can at her
friend violet s house playing with the kittens that violet s mom brings home from her job at the animal rescue center when
violet tells nadia about a pregnant cat urgently in need of a place to stay nadia convinces her parents to foster gracie for
the summer after gracie gives birth to five beautiful kittens nadia is instantly drawn to the smallest and sweetest whom she
names luna but while the other kittens are quickly adopted nadia is heartbroken to see that no one is interested in luna can
she help the kitten find her forever home pet rescue adventures is a series of heartwarming animal tales each book focuses
on one kitten or puppy and their unique journey to find their new forever home a wonderful collection of heartwarming
tales perfect for animal lovers
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Kelly and the Kitten
2016-04-07

winner of the ezra jack keats award and the margaret wise brown prize selected as a best book of 2018 by the boston globe
kirkus reviews publishers weekly and bookpage empathetic poetic and a joy to look at cute kitty and all kirkus reviews
starred review this quiet understated book contains a wealth of emotions the horn book starred review illustrator yoo sets
a lovely mood taking readers from sunset to dawn through washes of orange pink and blue the watchman s compassionate
demeanor assuring them that all s well publishers weekly starred review yoo s textured serene artwork in beautiful
saturated tones perfectly complements sullivan s lines and conveys a beauty in the night and the construction site that
readers might otherwise miss booklist starred review this soft gentle story is a perfect bedtime story for lovers of trucks
and construction equipment cats and nighttime wanders bccb starred review a stray kitten changes the way the watchman
sees nighttime in this tender book based on a true story illustrated by strictly no elephants artist taeeun yoo the night
watchman hugs his wife and kids and drives to work all night he is alone every hour he makes his rounds he sees the stars
twinkling he hears the sounds of the night ki dee ki dee ki dee shhhhheeeeeeeeerrrrooooooooommmmmm woof woof woof
meeeoooow when he is joined by a stray kitten the night suddenly seems different has the kitten found a new home kitten
and the night watchman is inspired by the true story of author john sullivan meeting a stray cat while working as a night
watchman the cat beebe was john s companion for seventeen years

The Kitten Hunt
2013-04-04

the 1 bestselling illustrator of matt de la pena s love and the creator of otis presents an homage to firefighters everywhere
and to the many boys and girls who dream big of being heroes on the farm where otis the tractor lives it hasn t rained in a
long time and farmers all over the valley have grown anxious with water in such short supply one hot afternoon when otis
and his friends are resting beneath the shade of the apple tree otis spots something moving down in the valley an orange
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tabby cat headed straight for the old barn but then otis sees something else that causes his engine to sputter a swirl of
smoke coming from the same barn a fire as otis races toward the fire with his friends in tow he spots the tabby cat mewing
in alarm otis rushes inside to discover the source of the cat s worries her little kittens are perched up on the hayloft scared
otis never hesitates yet even after he delivers a tractor full of kittens safely outside their mama remains upset re entering
the burning barn otis discovers why one tiny kitten still too scared to move with a friendly chuff otis coaxes her down and
she scampers out the door that s when the floor collapses with a crash trapping the tractor now otis the friend everyone
can count on must count on his friends told with a sense of play and devotion this is a heartwarming tale that reminds
readers that sometimes even those who we count on to help us need a little help themselves from the creator of otis otis
and the puppy and the illustrator of the little engine that could and of thee i sing by president barack obama loren long
wrote this story as a tribute to the firefighters who like otis rescue people every day with their strength and bravery of
course people who aren t first responders should never go into a burning building for any reason reading this story to
children is a great opportunity to discuss fire safety praise for otis and the kittens as always perseverance teamwork and a
heart of gold pay off for otis and his friends when read aloud the text flows off the tongue with sounds and words that
extend the imagery created in the attractive gouache and pencil illustrations the compositions make great use of
perspective and motion and are expertly laid out there are wonderful textured details that bring the story to life t he
perfect lapsit read aloud combining the ever popular subjects of tractors farm animals and firefighters school library
journal starred review long s seventh bucolic tale of an antique tractor with a smiling face and a good heart will please the
little chuffer s many fans the dynamic fluid illustrations with a retro rural vibe bring to mind norman rockwell s america
with a saturday comics spin the theme of teamwork played out several times through the tale is communicated as simply as
the tale itself keep on puffin otis kirkus reviews long creates a powerful sense of suspense and danger as charcoal smoke
gathers in the sky and bright flames lick the beams of the barn as otis goes to work but bravery loyalty and gritty
determination are the real stars of the story traits that otis and his animal friends have in ample supply publishers weekly

The Doll and the Kitten
2022-03-29
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dive into the enchanting world of the kitten and the bunny a heartwarming tale that beautifully illustrates the importance
of humility kindness and embracing the unique qualities that make each of us special perfect for young readers aged 6 to
10 this captivating story delivers a powerful message about the strength found in respecting and celebrating the skills of
others meet the proud kitten and the endearing bunny two unlikely housemates whose differences spark a hilarious and
insightful journey as the kitten flaunts her agility hunting prowess and sharp claws she soon discovers that true strength
lies not in boasting about one s own abilities but in appreciating the distinct talents of others in a twist of fate the duo finds
themselves in a comical situation trapped in a cage in the garden the once arrogant kitten must confront her limitations
and it s the humble bunny who steps forward with an unexpected skill through laughter and friendship the story unfolds to
reveal a timeless lesson that genuine strength is born from mutual respect and the acknowledgment that everyone brings
something unique to the table the kitten and the bunny is a delightful read for parents and educators seeking a heartening
story that encourages empathy understanding and the celebration of diversity share this enchanting tale with young
readers and open the door to conversations about the power of humility and the magic that happens when we recognize
the strengths in others purchase your copy today and embark on a journey of discovery kindness and the joy of celebrating
what makes each of us truly marvellous

Nadia and the Forever Kitten
2018-09-25

holly webb s best selling series pet rescue adventures continues with this story of sophia who has wanted a cat forever but
her parents have always said no so when she sees a kitten in the yard next door after the neighbors move away can sophia
figure out who it belongs to the best selling pet rescue adventures series by holly webb continues with this heartwarming
tale of sophia and a sweet neighborhood kitten named willow sophia has wanted a cat forever but her parents have always
said no then one day a kitten named willow sneaks through the fence and sophia instantly falls in love with her but soon
the neighbors move away and sophia is devastated that she won t see willow anymore but to her surprise willow is still in
the neighborhood has the kitten run away from her new home or could there be another reason why the kitten is on her
own features black and white illustrations throughout pet rescue adventures is a series of heartwarming animal tales each
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book focuses on one kitten or puppy and their unique journey to find their new forever home a wonderful collection of
heartwarming tales perfect for animal lovers

Kitten and the Night Watchman
2016-09-20

when mrs witherspoon asks douglas the dog to take care of her friend mrs jackson s new kitten the lively little cat gives
douglas and his miniature friend microscopic milton a hard time until milton comes up with a solution

Otis and The Kittens
2023-11-23

a buggy book by the illustrator of the gruffalo a buggy book by the illustrator of the gruffalo katie s a kitten with sleek
shiny fur she has sparkly eyes and a lovely deep purr beautifully illustrated by the award winning axel scheffler this buggy
buddy has a fun rhyming story and a noisy meow meow sound button to press the handy strap means that you can take this
wonderful little book with you wherever you go perfect for babies on the move also available in the series pip the puppy
freddy the frog and lizzy the lamb

The Kitten and the Bunny
2024-05-07

growing up in a rural neighborhood just behind a large park called little creek park which was a mix of large fields of grass
and was surrounded by mountains and flowing streams and wilderness areas fostered a love and familiarity with all kinds
of animals for tim this story of tim s childhood dog which was also his best friend as a child named patches being so kind
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and loving and accepting of this small stray kitten and how she took him in and cared for him as one of her own puppies
aligns with the love and acceptance and care we receive from jesus people young and old oftentimes feel that they are not
good enough or they are unworthy in some way to be saved and accepted by jesus as one of his own this story illustrates
that in times when someone is hurting or searching for the love that only our wonderful lord can provide they are rest
assured that they will be accepted this also helps people understand just how much our lord loves us even though we are
lost and alone and undeserving just like this helpless kitten 2

The Kitten Next Door
1996-09-01

kitten wars was previously published as kitten smitten when i first got my very own kitten jaffa i thought life was going to
be amazing but she keeps going missing and i am convinced that the annoyingly purr fect new neighbours are to blame
how can i convince jaffa that her real home is with me the second heart warmingly funny adventure in the kitten chaos
series

Milton and the Kitten
2013-08

the third clara humble misadventure sees a cat rescue go wildly astray

Katie the Kitten
2022-12-05

a cat goes out of its way to entertain its bored and impatient kitten leading to profound questions about the meaning of life
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until eventually both discover an obvious yet often overlooked answer a deceptively simple story by nicholas tana with a
profound message certain to entertain both the children and the adults who love them unique illustrations by matthew
molleur accompany this timeless philosophical addition to the new classics books collection

Patches and the Kitten
2016-04-07

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません 種類や生態から 猫語 猫ともっと仲良
くなるには までを ネズミの博士がレクチャー 無類の猫好きが贈る 愛猫家必携の一冊です 大森裕子さんの図鑑絵本シリーズ第３弾 監修は ざんねんないきもの事典 の今泉忠明さん

Kitten Wars
1999

in this title the reader decides which direction the story takes whichever route you choose there are lots of adventures to
be had and new fairy friends to make shimmer the kitten needs your help

Tom and Pippo and the Kitten
2018

bertie fletcher is determined to find out who or what has been bothering her kitten jaffa s clearly spooked by something
she s even tried to hide herself in the fridge with the help of some video equipment bertie mounts a surveillance operation
and finds out that a big bad tom cat has been hurtling uninvited through the catflap but it turns out that bob the bruiser isn
t quite as scary as he seems and he soon finds himself the welcome recipient of attention from a mystery source will it be
love at first sight
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Clara Humble and the Kitten Caboodle
2019-10-07

the owl and the kitten chronicles the adventures of a grey spotted kitten that comes close to danger more than once yet
each time the lucky kitten is unintentionally saved by another animal in nature odd things can happen and strange
partnerships can develop whether a series of coincidences or by fate the kitten and the owl are brought together as family

The Kitten, The Cat & The Apple
2019-04-17

ねこのずかん
2012-12-06

Katie and the Missing Kitten
2010-09-03

Kitten Cupid
2017-02-15
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The Owl and the Kitten
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